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pitiated, and gave the king nectar. When Vikrama had received this and was returning
to his army, two men came up to him and begged of him. He askt them: " What shall
I give?" And they said: " Give us nectar." Thereupon the king askt: " Who are
you two ? " They said: " We are sent by Calivahana." Then the king reflected:
" Even tho these two are sent forth by my enemy, nevertheless, since I consented, I
must give it." So he gave them the nectar; whereupon the naga [serpent-prince]
VasuM, pleased with his nobility, raised his army up again instantly, and praised the
noble King Vikrama. In the words of the verse:
1.  Surely the noble Vikrama is the first of all generous men.   For the sake [at the
request] of two men, he gave to his enemy the nectar given him by the pro-
pitiated Prince of the Serpents, and neglected his own serpent-stung army.
Theref ore, O king, if such magnanimity is found in you, then mount upon this throne.
Here ends the twenty-fourth story in the Thirty-two Tales of the Throne
25. Story of the Twenty-fifth Statuette
Vikrama averts an astrological evil omen
southern recension of 25
When the king was again ascending the throne, another statue said:
** O king, he is worthy to ascend this throne who has the magnanimity
and other virtues of Vikrama." The king said: " O statue, tell me a
tale of his magnanimity and other virtues." And she said: " Hear,
O king.
While Vikramaditya was reigning, one time a certain astrologer
came to him, and recited a blessing:
1.   " May the sun grant you heroism; may the moon also grant
you the station of Indra;   may Mars grant you fortune;   may
Mercury grant you wisdom; may Jupiter grant you dignity; may
Venus grant you happiness;  may Saturn grant you peace;  may
Rahu [the dragon's head, the demon of eclipse, regarded as a
planet] grant you always strength of arm;   may Ketu  [* the
dragon's tail/ the ninth planet] grant you increase of family;
may all the planets be kind and favorable to you forever."   [All
the boons mentioned contain puns on the names of the planets.]
Then he expounded the almanac.   And having heard the almanac, tlie
king askt the astrologer:  " O soothsayer, what fruitage will there be
in this year ? "   The soothsayer said:  ** In this year the sun is king,
Mars is minister, Saturn is ruler of the harvest, and Mars is ruler of
the clouds.      Moreover, Saturn, Mars, and Venus ^dll pass thru (the
constellation of) Rohmfs car, cutting it.   Therefore there will certainly

